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The coating is carried out through a special 
spray dispenser that allows quick adjustment of 
the spreading width.
The coating speed can be adjusted up to a ma-
ximum of 180 meters per minute.

Glueing Systems

The glueing systems Paoletti BJ 200 / 300 PUR  
are designed to coat polyurethane glues.

BJ 200 / 300 PUR 
BJ 300 PLUS PUR with inverter and 
programming of basic work sequence.
BJ 300 MAXI PUR  with inverter, touch 
screen, electronic control of pressures 
and programming of work sequences.
BJ 300 J for Finger Joint systems.
BJ3000 HYPER XLAM with high pressure 
system (120 bar) making it one of a kind, 
with 5 Brushless motors and electronic 
control of the dosage.

BJ

available models are:

BJ 300 PUR

Glueing Systems
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For two-component melamine glue application with separate spray dispenser for 
laminated beams.
The system is designed for the separate application of the glue and the catalyst on the 
surface of the laminated beams without pre-mixing of the components and 
wasting of glue.
Thanks to the programming keypad pumps distribute the required weight 
of glue and catalyst per m2, and with two precision electronic flowmeters the amounts 
are continuously controlled depending on the set application speed.
A PLC manages the logical dosing and monitors the flow of glue-catalyst components, 
speed and weight.
The command interface is managed by the latest touch screen keypad.

For vinyl glue with spray dispenser application on the surfaces.
Three solutions are available:  
BJ 300 V for single-component vinyl glues.
BJ 300 PLUS V or BV for mono-component or bi-component vinyl glues managed by inverter and PLC. 
BJ 300 MAXI BV for bi-component vinyl glues and with automatic mixing system for glue and catalyst in the tank directly from 
the drums. Management through PLC and touch screen with dosage electronic control.

Paoletti BJ300 BV plus and maxi glueing

Paoletti glueing BJ300 BMUF

Glueing Systems

touch screen

Gun for manual glue application

BJ 300 BMUF BJ 300 BV

Glueing Systems

Working width from 60 to 300 mm on request up to 1300 mm

Working height from 20 to 180 mm

Working speed from 20 to 180 m/min.
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Glueing Systems

Complete solutions for head junction.
Package and continuous, horizontal and vertical 
milling systems. 
Modular automatic presses with one or two 
stages.
Automation systems for loading, transporting, 
unloading of materials.
Lines for the production of cross-layer panels 
(XLAM-CLT) and straight and curved laminated 
beams.
Universal planers on 2/4 sides with working 
widths from 300 to 1800mm.
Modular hydraulic presses for XLAM panels with 
variable sizes and pressures from 8 to 12Kg/cm2 .
Modular hydraulic clamping units with front levers 
loading device.
Hot planes presses for block-boards and 
laminated with automatic cycle.
Automatic pressing lines dedicated to floors.
Vinyl, melamine and polyurethane glueing 
devices. 
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Paoletti Engineering has always been a family passion,

info@paolettinet.it

a perfect alchemy between what we produce and the people who choose us;
a history of tradition, commitment and passion.
The long experience of the founder Graziano Paoletti melts in the dynamism of 
the new generation that sees in his son Pierluigi the guarantor of continuity.
Every day the Italian passion for technology, innovation and research feeds our 
desire to offer unique products that meet the changing demands of the timber 
industry.
We present our technological innovations, the result of an ongoing and concre-
te commitment to offer increasingly versatile machines, capable of adapting to 
your production requirements, through intelligent solutions.PAOLETTI s.r.l. reserves the right to make changes

improvements without notice.
Specifications and features are approximate and 
may vary.


